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2 Flood Fort Lauderdale 2023, Extreme heatwave in India and Spain (April 2023)
Quebec wildfires - NYC

Climate change is happening now …
but we are too unprepared

Current gap: Climate Adaptation is Needed
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… and their associated cost.

NOAA 2020

Current gap: Climate Adaptation is Needed



How can AI help? 1. Resilience

Short-term, fast, flood prediction

Example Google flood forecasting
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How can AI help? 1. Resilience

Monitoring: flood mapping
Using deep learning to map inundation, using meter-scale resolution satellite 
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How can AI help? 1. Resilience

Monitoring: wildfire progression
Using deep learning to track wildfire progression: 

RADR - FIRE/ DOE PNNL 
Rapid Analytics for Disaster Response
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How can AI help? 2. Improved prediction

Weather: up to 2 weeks
AI can have similar or better skill than weather centers prediction.
Europe is leading the way (integrating AI in weather forecasting)
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and Nvidia, Huawei, ECMWF etc 
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How can AI help? 2. Improved prediction

After two weeks no accuracy from AI models (nor from physical models)

Subseasonal to seasonal prediction is a major challenge
Critical for agriculture, insurance etc

Limited data: How many droughts or El Niño have we seen?
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Better



How can AI help? 3. Improved projections

AI can post-process climate models to correct them 
and provide better estimate of climate change (here, temperature)

Immorlano, Gentine, Eyring, Aloiso, submitted9
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AI can help climate change adaptation & resilience in many ways

- Real-time Monitoring
- Prediction

- Short-term weather forecasting 
- Short-term climate predictions (a few weeks to year)
- Climate projections (>10 years)

Still some gaps: 

- Seasonal to multi-year predictions, empirical indices for risks…
- Training data!

But we are in a much better place to face risks than a few years ago.

Not just academic work, tremendous private interest, boundaries are porous.

Feel free to reach out: pg2328@columbia.edu 

Summary
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mailto:pg2328@columbia.edu


How can AI help? 2. Improved prediction

Seasonal to yearly climate prediction: 
El Niño
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Better



Current gap: Climate Adaptation is Needed
but Requires Reliable Predictions and Projections

Current climate models are too uncertain

Climate models’ forecasts do not translate into actionable adaptation
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Global Air Temperature - CMIP6 (New Generation)

Model Spread



How can AI help? 3. Improved projections

AI can help improve climate models: 
unresolved physical processes cause model errors

Clouds Ocean Eddies Photosynthesis

Climate model Grid ~100km ~100km 
Physical 

+ 
Biological 

Processes

Model 
Spread

Model 
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Model 
Spread
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How can AI help? 3. Improved projections

Example of deep clouds (convection)
Deep learning to emulate physical processes at coarse resolution

Gentine et al., 2018 GRL; Rasp et al., 2018 PNAS, Shamekh et al 2023, PNAS

Coarse 
graining
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/18zgyg-b-eASBNvzx4f1g8XlXCX-Iu1ib/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/18zrC-tvsi3J9A0bLZa1AucyYaWGFz5Qq/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/19-DyLyFpXkgo987UyIvpMlpxDKvkMxBI/preview


How can AI help? 3. Improved projections

Step-change improvements in extremes
→ critical for inundation and flood projections

Rasp et al., 2018 PNAS; Shamekh et al .PNAS 202315

High-res model

Neural network emulation


